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List of Community Leaders and Vendors Interviewed 
 
Many thanks to these community leaders and vendors who provided their thoughts, ideas and vision for the 
ongoing development of the Market: 
 
Lisa Agostini, Employee, The Belfast Framer & Gallery, Belfast  
Walter Ash, Jr., Mayor, City of Belfast 
John Barnstein, Maine-ly Poultry, Warren 
Noami Brautigam, Dickey Hill Farm, Monroe 
Erica Buswell, Maine Farmland Trust, Belfast 
Lorna Crichton, Director, Waterfall Arts, Belfast 
Sue Dean, Secretary, Realty of Maine, Belfast 
Brian Farrar, Maine Water Buffalo Co., Appleton 
Beth Fine, Manager, The Green Store, Belfast 
Mike Fletcher, Facility Manager, Waterfall Arts, Belfast 
Colby Horne, Owner, Colburn Shoe Store, Belfast 
Alison Jewett, Manager, Bangor Savings Bank, Belfast 
Nanne Kennedy, Meadowcroft Farm, Washington 
Victoria Lasbury, Headstrong Garlic, Camden 
Mike Malenfant, Properties Manager, Orland Community Center, Orland 
Wayne Marshall, City Planner, Belfast 
Natalia & Tony, Employees, Eat More Cheese, Belfast  
Kari Pratt, Manager, Katwalk, Belfast 
Heide Purinton-Brown, Toddy Pond Farm, Monroe 
Rose Rapp, Manager of Bayside and Bucksport Bay Farmers’ Markets  
Anne Saggese, Sweet Henry’s, Belfast 
Holly Savage, Savage Oakes Vineyard & Winery, Union 
Clementine Senatore, Owner, Meanwhile in Belfast  
Charlie Laurel, Owner, Bay Wrap, Belfast 
Joe Slocum, City Manager, Belfast 
Sarah Waldron, Manager, 3 Tides Restaurant/Marshall Wharf Brewing Co., Belfast  
Candace Welch, Facilities assistant, athenahealth, Belfast 
Cheryl Wixson, Owner, Cheryl Wixson’s Kitchen, Stonington 
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I. Introduction 
 

The Maine Federation of Farmers’ Markets received a 2016 USDA Rural Business Development Grant to 
study five Maine farmers’ markets. The  markets in Belfast, Bucksport, Calais, Norway and Presque Isle were 
chosen. This study is focused on the potential for expanding the Belfast Farmers’ Market. The analysis 
incorporates background information, a consumer survey, a vendor survey and vendor meeting and 
interviews with community leaders. The perspective of vendors, consumers and community reflect the view 
that improvements can be made that will result in a healthier local economy for Belfast and Waldo County 
with far-reaching benefits. 
 
 

Market History and Situational Analysis 
 
For 37 years the Belfast Farmers’ Market has operated in many locations due to growth constraints or 
changing conditions within the City. The market began initially on the west side of Route 1 in the Reny's 
Plaza until the majority of the vendors relocated to a parking lot downtown. The remaining vendors 
eventually stopped coming. The market has experienced six different moves over the last 15 years. In 2011 
the market was established at its current location, at Waterfall Arts along High Street. 
 
For several years Main Street, between Church and High Streets, was closed off once a month for the 
Market. Business in the area gained visibility and the owners, employees and pedestrians enjoyed its 
convenience. The crowding soon become a safety concern and the market was forced to move.  The 
relocation to Waterfall Arts 2011 initiated an approach by artists who wanted to sell alongside the Farmers’ 
Market. The artists’ group opened an Arts Market outside in 2012 , complementing the Market but cutting 
down on its available space.  
 
The Market has now operated successfully for six years and maintains a solid footing in the community. The 
City and local businesses understand the value of a Market that attracts strong crowds to the city core. The 
Market has served locals, Waldo County residents, summer residents and tourists. It has been somewhat 
successful in its outreach to lower-income homes through SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance 
Program). These customers receive Maine Harvest Bucks at the Market which effectively double the 
purchasing power of their EBT debit cards.  
 
Its 30 vendors make operational decisions by consensus. The management work is done on a volunteer basis 
by primarily six vendors. Two exceptions include a SNAP/credit card accountant and a website/blog 
manager. There have been discussions about hiring a manager. 
 
Waterfall Arts is now engaged in a capital campaign to add a performance space building on the property. 
When completed, this may cause the Market to seek a new location if remaining space is found to be 
insufficient. 
 
There are several competing markets in Belfast. The Belfast Co-op has a loyal base of residents and offers 
many items from the Farmers’ Market vendors. Little River Meats initiated a farmers’ market to supplement 
their store. Paul Naron purchased and has rehabilitated the old Mathews Brothers building with an 
investment of over $1.3 million. This will result in a public market venue overlooking Belfast Bay. The United 
Farmers’ Market of Belfast is set to open in May 2017. While the Belfast Farmers’ Market has decided not to 
join the United, their members are free to do so.  
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The Market currently serves about 23,000 local residents. With several changes it could become a more 
desirable destination with the power to appeal to the 60,000 residents in the immediate 30-mile radius. An 
additional 170, 000 residents could be possible with occasional visitors coming from areas like Bangor and 
Augusta. 
 
According to the 2014 Maine Food Strategy report, 71 percent of Mainers are interested in supporting local 
businesses and more than 18 percent of respondents shopped at farm stands and farmers' markets weekly. 
Almost one-third of Mainers spend over $100 a month on food but only one-half of one percent  bought 
most of their food at farmers’ markets or farm stands. Most admit to purchasing the majority of their food 
from grocery stores and many travel 15-30 minutes to reach their shopping destination.  
 

● More than 85 percent say freshness, flavor and nutrition are top priorities. 
 

● Cost is important to 70 percent of respondents.  
 

● Locally produced food is important to 60 percent, and 44 percent want to know the producer.  
 

● Additional concerns are humanely raised products (65%), antibiotic/hormone-free (57%) and 
GMO-free (39%)and certified organic (26%).  

 
Vendors and market managers must respond to these concerns and evaluate the total impression of the 
public to the market. This study is intended as a review of the Belfast Farmers’ Market within the larger 
community context.  Both the Farmers’ Market and the City of Belfast will experience an expansion that is 
healthy for everyone if the market is able to succeed in planned, incremental growth in the vendor base, 
customer traffic and variety of products.  
 
 

II. Customer Survey 
 
A customer survey was conducted on August 19, 2016 at the Belfast Farmers’ Market. The goal was to 
obtain valid and accurate customer data. A single-sided, 30-question survey (including 9 satisfaction ratings) 
was developed that could be answered in three to five minutes. The intercepts were done at a table in the 
center of the Market on the north side of the Waterfall Arts building. While intended as an exit survey, it was 
difficult for survey staff to limit themselves to intercepting customers who were leaving the Market. 
Shoppers were asked for their input to help build the Market and offered a $2 bill as an incentive for 
completing the self-administrated survey. The customer counts and intercepts of 224 shoppers were done 
by a team that included the efforts of volunteer Diane Braybrook and Emily Buswell, Administrative Assistant 
at the Maine Federation of Farmers’ Markets, under the supervision and guidance of Vance Corum.  
 
As with any survey of this nature, care must be taken in making recommendations that are based on data 
from a single Market day. We are confident of the perspective gained from this collection but encourage 
continued consumer research in the future. 
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Customer Count and Survey Response 
 
Customer counts are completed by situating volunteers on the market perimeter and using a hand-held 
counter to tally all adults as they pass an unseen line. Customers are counted for the middle 10 minutes of 
each hour (2:25-2:35) and are multiplied by six to arrive at hourly estimates. If there are people in the 
market prior to opening, that number is added to the hourly counts to reach a full customer estimate. 
 
Counts are useful in noting seasonal changes and responses to advertising and promotional activities. 
Consumer counts are useful in inspiring vendors to participate because they better understand the 
demographics of the customer base. 
 
We estimated that 310 shopping groups entered the Market on August 19th. The 224 shopping groups who 
completed the written survey represent a 72 percent intercept capture rate. This reflects the willingness of 
customers to participate in a survey and perhaps community members wanting to truly help the Market’s 
future growth. While many people tried to refuse our $2 bill, they accepted it when we asked them to spend 
it with a Belfast downtown business in order to reinforce the Market’s connection to other businesses in 
town. 
 
Question 1:   How many adults (18 or older) are in your party, including yourself?  
 

There was an even split between those adults shopping 
alone (45%) and those shopping with another adult (44%). A 
good 11 percent were in groups of three or more adults. Our 
respondents averaged 1.7 adults per shopping group, a bit 
higher than most weekday markets, giving us a total of 380 
adults among them. We estimate that 520 adults attended 
the Market representing 310 shopping groups. Weekend 
markets usually have a higher number of adults in each 
shopping group (between to 1.7 to 2.2).  
 
 
 

Question 2:   How many children (under 18) are in your party?  
 
Eighty-one percent (81%) of shopping groups had no 
youth under 18. More importantly, one-in-every-five 
shopping groups (19%) had children or youth, who are 
potential future customers. There were a total of 78 
children among the respondent groups, so we estimate 
108 children came through the Market.  
 
Sampling foods is a key element in satisfying children. 
The Market is also a place for education and 
entertainment. The SNAP-Ed program is doing a good 
job of encouraging regular weekly visits by kids.Consider 
encouraging young shoppers to try samples. Food sampling must always be in accordance to the latest 
guidelines established by the Department of Agriculture, Conservation, and Forestry (DACF). The latest food 
sampling policy is available at the Maine Federation of Farmers' Markets website.  
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Question 3:   What is your zip code? 
 
The Belfast market serves a wide area.  
 

● Belfast residents are 36 percent of the customer base and Northport and Searsport bring in an 
additional 12 percent. 

 
● Twelve Waldo County communities supply 19 percent of the customers.  

 
● The tourist market provides the remaining 33 percent, either from another county or another state. 

 
● Second home owners are 17 percent of the customer base. 

 
● The respondents revealed that 60 percent had a second home in Belfast and the remainder had a 

second home elsewhere.  
 

● Nearly half (47 %) traveled five miles or less to the market and 29 percent were within two miles.  
 

● One-third live 6-15 miles away and 21 percent live more than 16 miles from the market.  
 
 
Question 4:  How did you travel to the Farmers’ Market today? 

 
Customer transportation data reinforce that this market serves a 
wide area.  Seven of every eight customers come to Market by car. 
Most of the others walk – 11%.  
 
Very few come by bike or motorbike. Parking is a key concern if the 
Market is to expand its customer base considerably. Rural markets 
serving a large geographical area depend on cars and parking. This is 
the case with the Belfast market where nearly two-thirds of all 
customers came from outside Belfast.  
 
Question 5:  What was your primary motivation for coming to downtown Belfast today? 
 

The Belfast Farmers’ Market is the key reason for 
3-in-4 shoppers (74%) coming to this area. The 
Market should be credited as a motivator for bringing 
people into town. Retail business owners might want 
to take notice and work with the Market to strengthen 
that draw, and because one-in-seven (14%) of Market 
shoppers say that they are motivated by General 
Shopping, the Market should also want to cooperate 
with local vendors. 
 
Those in town for work or an appointment make up 6 
percent of those who come to Market. Employee 
promotional incentives through local companies like Athenahealth and Bank of America might yield results 
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with a long-lasting impact. Special events may increase the numbers, currently at 6 percent of those that 
come primarily to socialize. Eating out draws only 3 percent of Market shoppers. This may be a result of the 
Market winding down through the lunch hour, or it may reflect a limited selection of prepared items.  
 

In response to this question, only 9 percent said they were visitors, but we know that 33 percent are visitors 
(Q1), so most visitors gave specific reasons to come to town.  
 
Question 6:  How much did you (or will you) spend at the Farmers’ Market today? 
 
Average customer spending is $37.16, similar to the amount found in other urban U.S. farmers’ markets. 
The median expenditure is $26.88. This is a Market where people come to buy, or if they come just to look, 
they like what they see and buy. Almost no one can resist the temptation to buy here. This is a very healthy 
sign. 
 
Four-fifths of shoppers (78%) spend $20 or more, and 
two-fifths (40%) spend $40 or more. These are very 
strong figures, reflecting the Market’s sizeable product 
mix. These figures reflect a Market customer base that is 
willing to buy. And it is notable that average sales per 
customer invariably increase as a Market grows with a 
larger product mix. 
 
Daily sales can be estimated at $11,500 (310 shopping 
groups x $37.16 average sale). As mentioned earlier, the 
310 shopping groups represent a crowd of 520 adults and 
108 children under 18, or a total of 628 people coming 
through this day. Using the seasonal Market estimates of 
100-500 customers, annual sales are estimated at $400,000.  
 
Question 7:  How many different vendors do you purchase from each time you visit the market (or today)?  

 
Four percent of shoppers made purchases from only one vendor. However, 95 percent of customers support 
at least two vendors in their regular purchasing. 
 
Three-quarters (76%) purchase from three or more 
vendors when they shop, and one-quarter (24%) 
purchase from five or more vendors.  
 
These data reinforce the fairly strong desirability of a 
good diversity of products at the Market, and the fact 
that customers shop with various vendors whether 
simply for diverse products or to spread the wealth. 
These numbers should also increase as the product 
mix is further strengthened.  
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Question 8:  What percentage of your weekly grocery budget is spent at the Farmers’ Market? 
 

 
The average shopper said that 20.8 percent of their grocery budget is spent at the Farmers’ Market. The 
median for shoppers is percent. Each column represents the percentage of customers who report spending a 
given range of their total weekly food budget at the Farmers’ Market. The red column shows that 4.9 
percent of shoppers spend 0 percent of their food budget.  
 
A full one-third of customers, shown in the dark green bars, spend at least 25 percent of their food budget at 
the Belfast Farmers’ Market. This is the base of loyal customers who depend on the Market for their food 
supplies, even as they shop elsewhere. Basically, one-third spend 5 percent or less, one-third spend 20 
percent and the remaining one-third spend 25 percent or more. 

 
Question 9:  How much will you spend at businesses near the Farmers’ Market today? 
 
Two thirds (66%) of Market customers shop at local businesses in conjunction with their Market visit. 
 

 
  
The Market attracts additional locals and visitors alike and it is a strong partner with the business 
community.  
 
 

● The average customer spends $28.03 in local businesses.  
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● The Market is linked to about $8,700 of weekly activity for local businesses.  
● The red column reveals that 34 percent spend nothing at local businesses. 

 
● The blue column shows that 26 percent spend $5-$20. 

 
● The green column is the 40 percent that spend more than $25 locally 

 
Question 10:  What stopped you from buying more at the Farmers’ Market today? 
 
A strong majority, 72 percent of all respondents, were satisfied with their purchases. This is a higher level 
of satisfaction than that seen at many large urban markets. Respondents gave an average of 1.14 responses. 
While most were satisfied, our goal with this question is to evaluate what may be holding back customers 
from making additional purchases.  
 
These are the five principal reasons shoppers give for not buying more:  
 

● 12 percent ran out of cash 
● 8 percent were unable to carry more 
● 7 percent found a lack of variety 
● 6 percent were out of time  
● 6 percent were deterred by high prices. 

 

 
 

 
The percentages relative to cash, time and prices were virtually the same in our Norway study, while the 
good product mix in Belfast led to a much lower dissatisfaction level on variety. However, dissatisfaction 
with carrying product was much higher in Belfast, so convenient parking is a key concern. 
 
Question 11:  What motivated you most to visit the Farmers’ Market today? 

 
In Belfast, fresh fruits and vegetables are the main motivator for 83 percent of respondents. Meat/poultry 
are at 28 percent, prepared food at 24percent and socializing at 23 percent. Good prices are a motivator for 
19 percent. 
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The responses are very positive, but the Market might consider placing somewhat more emphasis on certain 
areas that had slightly weaker responses than we might expect.  Slight caution areas are noted in yellow: 
fruits and vegetables often garner around 90 percent, socializing often over 40 percent, and prepared food 
over 30 percent. Baked goods, artisans, quality, entertainment, support for farmers – when listed – often 
get a 30 percent response or higher. Many factors were not offered because they are not present or 
numerous studies have shown these items to be strong motivators. 
 
Question 12:  What items did you buy today at the Farmers’ Market? 
 
The most popular product were vegetables. There were bought by 72 percent of customers. The lowest 
were Jam/vinegar, beans and chocolate. Based on comparable data in other market studies, the fruit, 
meat/poultry and beans and chocolate purchases were low. Greater choice of vendors can help address 
weak sales of particular items; having similar items in different areas of the Market can make customers 
aware of the presence of that product. Sometimes moving a vendor to a different location helps customers 
notice them. 
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Question 13:   What other farmers’ markets do you shop at, and how many times per year? 
 
Most customers (56%) are not going to any other farmers’ market named. Only 5 percent of Belfast 
customers have visited the Camden market, and 4 percent travel to Unity. One-in-seven customers (14%) go 
to farmers’ markets in other states, and virtually the same number (15%) go to other Maine markets other 
than those named above. These two groups largely represent the 33 percent of customers who came to the 
Market from outside of Waldo County.  
 

 
 

Within 25 miles of Belfast there exist several markets: 
 

● Northport/Bayside – 4 miles (no mention) Monday 2-5 
● Bucksport – 18 miles Thursday 2-5 
● Camden – 18 miles Wednesday 3:30-6 & Saturday 9-12 
● Union – 23 miles (no mention) Friday 3-6 
● Unity – 24 miles (no mention) Saturday 9-1  

 
Most respondents do not visit any other Maine markets. However, of 65 respondents who do go, 32 percent 
go 2-5 times per year, 14 percent go 6-10 times, 11 percent go up to 20 times, and 37 percent go 20+ times 
per year. No market listed is close enough to keep Belfast from doing an even better job of presenting a 
strong array of products in a dynamic local Market. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                                                       Many locals choose to frequent Chase’s on Main. 
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 Question 14:   What advertising do you notice? 
 
Generally, regular shoppers do not feel they need to be reminded, so 35 percent of survey respondents did 
not answer this question. This leaves us with data from 65 percent who provided a glimpse of how the 
Market may most effectively reach them. 
 

 
 
Asked what advertising they notice, customers rated flyers (35%), sandwich boards (34%) and newspaper 
(32%) fairly equal. Over one-quarter (27%) pay attention to posters, equal to email/ newsletters. The market 
website gets a strong 21 percent response, followed by radio at 14 percent and TV at 6 percent. 
 
Facebook was a write-in for 8 percent of customers. It is notable that in the Norway study, where Facebook 
was offered as an answer, it gathered a 40 percent response, the first time this researcher has seen the 
dominance of a social media avenue. (Sandwich boards had an equal 35 percent response to Belfast.) 
 
The low 2 percent response of WIC/SNAP posters seems to reflect a weak turn-out among lower-income 
residents (especially when compared to Norway’s 19 percent), yet we will see it is not the case with 
Question 19.  Drawings for promotional items or an array of market items remain a good way to solicit 
customer contact information to allow the Market to expand its reminder notices.  
 
A year ago Instagram was expected to reach 50 million American users in 2016, but it exceeded 100 million 
active users. More than 60 million log in daily, making it second only to Facebook. This proves the potential 
power of using social media.  
 
Question 15:   What other products would you buy if they were sold in this market? 
 
With 1.96 mentions per respondent, customers are reinforcing that they want more products. Top on the list 
for one-third of customers are organic and bread/pastries at 34 percent. At least one-in-five customers 
want exotic vegetables, prepared food, cheese and chocolate/confections. Milk and meat/poultry are close 
behind with demand from 19 percent and 16 percent of customers, respectively.  
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Question 16:   How many weeks have you shopped at this Market in the last year, including today? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Even with the somewhat out-of-the-way location many visitors find the Market as evidenced by 18 percent 
of all shoppers being first-time visitors. With nearly everyone responding, the survey found another 19 
percent have only come 2-5 times in the last year, and 23 percent percent have come 6-10 weeks. Two of 
every five customers (40%) come 11 or more weeks per year, a good sign of a loyal customer base. 
 
Question 17:   Rate your satisfaction with the following aspects of this Farmers’ Market? 
 
Virtually all customers graded their satisfaction with nine elements from 1(low) to 10 (high). In the  interest 
of transparency, the number of responses in each category are fully presented below rather than simply 
showing the aggregate, for example, 9.63 out of a perfect 10 for quality/freshness.  
 
Some readers might be inclined to dismiss the low score of a single individual, but read low scores as 
consumer feedback to ensure the Market’s continuation. Rated highest are vendor friendliness and quality 
and freshness with prices and parking at the bottom of the list. 
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                                               Customer Satisfaction Levels 
   

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Rating 

Average 
Response 

Count 
  Quality/freshness 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 11 41 162 9.63 219 

  Vendor friendliness 0 0 0 1 1 4 4 13 35 161 9.54 219 

  Layout of market 0 0 0 0 2 3 7 28 35 134 9.36 209 

  Convenient location 0 0 1 1 7 6 15 24 32 130 9.09 216 

  Ease of payment 0 3 0 1 4 3 16 27 34 126 9.07 214 

  Diversity of products 0 0 1 2 4 13 25 30 35 105 8.79 215 

  Convenient day & hours 3 2 1 7 9 11 8 25 23 125 8.70 214 

  Prices 0 0 6 6 15 24 25 41 40 61 7.95 218 

  Ease of parking 5 6 6 6 24 22 24 29 27 64 7.48 213 

                            

 
 
 
Question 18:   Where do you buy your food during the summer months? Please note percentage of each. 
 
Farmers’ market shoppers are still heavily dependent upon supermarkets in Belfast when they noted the 
percentage of summer food purchased in each outlet. Notably, the supermarket is used by 12 times as many 
people as use any mass retailer. The chart below shows the number of respondents who use each type of 
market outlet (inside the yellow bar) and the share rating relative to a “10” which would be 100% of their 
summer food purchases made at that outlet (to the right of the bar). 
 
The farmers’ market matched supermarkets as a food fulfillment option but it only represented about a 28.5 
percent share on average, about 34 points lower than the supermarket share of 63 percent. The Belfast 
Co-op gets 50 percent of summer food dollars from 37 farmers’ market customers (a good indicator of its 
power even though the co-op was not named on the survey). Farm stands garnered an 18 percent share 
from about half of farmers’ market customers.  

 

 
 

From these data we can understand the relative strength of supermarkets in attracting even the farmers’ 
market customer base. Assuming that customers are accurately discerning of their relative shopping habits 
in various outlets, the supermarket gets more than $2 from farmers’ market shoppers for every $1 they 
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spend in the Market. And Market shoppers represent only 3.5 percent of Belfast’s 3,188 households. The 
vast majority of local households are spending their food dollars elsewhere. 
 
These data reinforce the value in making the Belfast Farmers’ Market more irresistible to keep customers 
shopping there. There is substantial room for growth if it is planned effectively.  
 
Question 19:   Your total household income? 
 

The median household income in Waldo County is $44,082 (2011-2015). Per capita income is $24,473 and 
14.4 percent of the county population lives in poverty. 

The Belfast population remained fairly steady between 2010 and 2015. There are 2,810 households with 
2.32 persons per household (slightly above 2.26 in the county). Belfast residents are highly educated with 
90.8 percent having high school diplomas, and 42.4 percent having a Bachelor’s degree or higher. However, 
median household income for the city was lower than county averages, $35,946, leaving 25.3% below the 
poverty line. 

The 2015 U.S. Census estimates are 39,155 people and 16,888 households in Waldo County. The population 
density was 53.1 inhabitants per square mile. The county racial makeup was 95.7 percent white, 1.3 percent 
Hispanic, 0.7 percent Asian, 0.5 percent American Indian, 0.5 percent black, 0.3 percent from other races, 
and 1.4 percent from two or more races. (We did not ask race in the survey due to space limitations.) 
 
That said, the graph below shows the market has an extremely healthy mix of income levels. It serves a 
strong portion of lower-income area residents. About one-third (33.6%) of shoppers have household 
incomes below $35,000. Meanwhile, 53 percent of Market customers have household incomes above 
$50,000. Surprisingly, almost one-quarter of all shoppers (23.4%) top $100,000 income while only 10 
percent of Belfast residents reach that income level.  These higher brackets may reflect visiting shoppers.  
 

 
 
While median household income is $35,946 for Belfast and $44,082 for Waldo County, for Belfast Market 
customers it is $54,114. This reflects the Market’s draw from surrounding areas and wealthier summer 
visitors. Vendors may want to be careful to reinforce the importance of the Maine Harvest Bucks program to 
target more lower-income residents.  

 
Question 20:   Your age? 

The Belfast Farmers’ Market is a melting pot of all ages. While children were under-represented among 
actual respondents (typical since they are generally not family food buyers), we know from Q2 that 19 
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percent of respondents had one or more children with them. This is consistent with 19.4 percent of county 
residents being children under 18. On the other end, seniors aged 75+ were highly represented among 
Market shoppers. The U.S. Census shows that 20.3 percent of Waldo County residents are 65 and over. 
 
All five age categories from 25-34 through 65-74 have at least 9 percent of the Market customer base. 
Studies from the 1970s through 1990s often show farmers’ markets to have a primary market of 35 to 54 
year-old women. That is  not the case here, as has been seen in other recent studies.  
 

 
 
Our numbers for age groups from 25 to 74 show that the Market is reaching all age groups. Relative to the 
Waldo County population, each age group is well represented. The higher customer numbers among those 
age 55-64 and 65-74 may reflect the higher age of many visitors. The median age for Market shoppers (equal 
number above and below) is a fairly high 60.4 years. 
 
The greatest concern might be the lower representation of customers from all age groups under 55 
compared to their percentage in Waldo County. The Market might want to consider how it can adjust 
everything from product offerings to promotional efforts to attract a stronger response from adults age 25 
to 54 with or without children. 
 
Question 21:  Please share your ideas for products or improvements in the market: 

 
A strong 47 percent of all survey respondents provided 105 written comments, indicative of their desire to 
reinforce the positive benefits and suggest improvements at the Belfast Market. 
 
There were 29 people that gave heartfelt kudos for the Market as it exists now. They heaped praise with 
every comment from “Love it the way it is!” to “Best market!” to “Get’s better every year.” There was 
appreciation for the music, entertainment, friendly vendors and more. Perhaps the best were:  “Love coming 
to Belfast every 4-6 weeks for lunches, shopping, events” and “Love it all, love organic everything, love to 
support locals." 
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Many more people (72%) responded with suggestions for continued improvement:  
  

● 26 wanted a more expansive mix of products;  
 

● 25 had suggestions involving frequency, day, hours and location;  
 

● 13 had operational ideas;  
 

● 7 specifically mentioned better parking, including the need for control;  
 

● 4 had atmosphere ideas;  
 

● 3 had service complaints.  
 
These suggestions are valuable feedback that can help the Market management team to ensure the 
Market’s continued growth into the future. The ideas included:  

More Vendors  For all products including produce, beverages and ice cream. Some wanted candles, organic 
dairy and fermented foods. Ready-cook meals, children’s products and artisans were also mentioned. 
 
Day & Hours  Extended hours and a second market day were popular requests. Sunday was suggested to be 
more convenient with more MOFGA vendors possible. Suggestions also included relocating the winter 
market to downtown, United Farmers' Market space or Main Street. 
 
Operations  Concern about trash and the value of recycling and compost bins was mentioned. Adding and 
ATM,  EBT processing and offering reusable produce bags.  
 
One customer wrote a statement about vendor dogs and service dogs. Market policy needs to address 
keeping all dogs in control (state leash law) to avoid problems.  
 
Four people addressed the Market atmosphere, suggesting seating areas or a cafe.  A Waterfall Arts staff 
wrote, “the farmers' market is a great boon to us. It brings a broad demographic into our building that we 
may not normally engage. It is a great market and I thoroughly enjoy it.”  
 

III. Vendor Survey 

 
The majority of the market’s 30 vendors have farms spread across Waldo County, yet 31 percent of Belfast 
vendors come from the counties of Knox, Lincoln, Somerset and Washington. Though they travel an average 
of about half an hour one way, about 40 percent of them travel moret, and four of the 30 farms travel an 
hour or more each way. The Market plays a vital role in helping to keep these farms healthy economically 
which in turn allows them to support their 20 communities spread over these five counties. 
 
A vendor survey was distributed to all 30 vendors via Survey Monkey (and one by regular mail). It gave 
everyone an opportunity to express their views on the Market, and 80 percent of vendors did so. Others 
provided insights via a vendor meeting at the end of the market day on August 19, 2016 and/or through 
phone calls.  
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Years Selling at FMs    at Belfast FM 
1-5 29.2% 41.7% 
6-10 33.3% 25.0% 
11-15 12.5% 12.5% 
16+ 25.0% 20.8% 

 
The vendors have substantial experience in farmers’ markets generally and the Belfast Market specifically. 
Three-fifths (58%) of vendors have more than five years of experience selling at the Market. Collectively, 
they sold at 17 different farmers’ markets in 2016.  
 
Their busiest markets were Belfast, Orono, Rockland and Camden, which ranked similar to where the most 
vendors attended. A smaller number of vendors sold in Bangor, Boothbay, Damariscotta and Union markets. 
One or two vendors sold in Bath, Waterville, Augusta, Brunswick, China, Deer Isle, Hallowell, Skowhegan and 
Waldoboro. The diversity of market experiences in these various communities means that the collective 
knowledge underlying the Belfast Market is considerable. 
 
Vendors are committed to the Market, with 54 percent selling more than 25 days in 2016, and another 29 
percent selling 6-25 times. Three-fourths of the vendors have less than 10 acres. Half of the vendors are 
dependent on farmers’ markets for 80-100 percent of their total annual sales. While farmers’ markets are a 
dominant reality for most vendors, there are many other marketing channels used by Belfast vendors: 
wholesale (50%), restaurants (29%), CSA (21%), online (8%) and other (25%). 
 
Vendors understand and agree on the three Market strengths that are key to its success: 
 

1. Many  friendly, collaborative vendors with a diversity of quality products 
2. A supportive year-round community of educated customers, and summer tourists 
3. A visible, family-friendly location and a good business partner (Waterfall Arts) 

 
Individual vendors also acknowledged many other elements that contribute to Market success: 
communication, vendor participation and leadership, management, music, the year-round aspect of the 
Market, and supportive City and merchants. They recognize and appreciate the City’s critical work in building 
cultural and economic vibrancy that attracts tourists every summer. 
 
The vendor survey included a rating scale on nine aspects of Market actions from Strongly Disagree (1) to 
Strongly Agree (5). All vendor responses are shown to make the rating average more understandable. 
 

Operational Effectiveness 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 
Rating 
Avg. 

Belfast is a well-run farmers' market. 1 1 3 10 9 4.04 

Special events are regular & worthwhile. 0 2 5 11 6 3.88 

Belfast has effective board of directors. 1 2 4 8 5 3.70 

Manager is available, listens to ideas. 1 3 7 8 5 3.54 

Manager enforces rules fairly & objectively. 1 3 8 6 5 3.48 

Market advertising is effective. 2 4 5 10 3 3.33 

Market promotions are thorough & effective. 2 6 4 8 4 3.25 

Concerns handled in a fair & timely manner. 2 3 7 11 1 3.25 

New rules need to be implemented. 1 7 12 2 1 2.78 
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Vendors gave the market operation the highest ranking with the implementation of new rules and concerns 
about the market being handled in a timely manner at the bottom. 
 

Market Scale 
 
While figures are not exact, vendors reported (below) their range of total annual sales in 2015 and 2016. 
Almost one-third of vendors (31.6%) said that their sales in 2016 remained the same, while an equal 31.6 
percent said their sales dropped and 36.8 percent of vendors reported a sales increase over 2015.  
 
Using an aggregate of individualized vendor data as reported and estimates for those not responding, the 
best estimate is that total vendor sales in 2015 of $390,000 increased 6 percent to $415,000 in 2016.  
Belfast vendors averaged 9.5 months of production in 2016. A number of growers are planning to expand 
their production season by 2018, increasing that average to 10.0 months. 
 

 
 

Growth Limitations 
 
Vendors responded to five specific growth limitations when asked. 
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Vendors realize the growth potential is limited at Waterfall Arts. A solid majority of vendors (58%) see the 
Market location as hindering growth, and a full two-thirds (67%) acknowledge that parking is limited. 
Parking ultimately determines the limit for who can attend a market. Even the perception of a parking 
problem can prompt people not to attend. A parking plan needs to be developed.  
 
One vendor stated the problem clearly, “The market likely won't expand due to space constraints.”  The 
same vendor offered a solution:  “We could increase our own sales by increasing product offerings and 
increasing our production/supply to meet demand.” Another farmer had the same idea, “Increase 
manpower at our farm so we have more product available.” Yet another wrote, “Grow more of what 
customers liked or asked for last year.” 
 
A different logical solution might be to find or create a larger location since many customers and vendors 
point to the need for additional vendor variety. More than a third of vendors (37%) believe the Market fails 
to advertise sufficiently, and 21 percent think that vendor variety and management are limiting Market 
expansion.  
 
Vendors realize that customers want more choice. In a competitive marketplace like Belfast, it is critical for 
the Market to constantly evaluate and improve its products and services to maintain and grow its customer 
base. 
 
Most vendors recognize the potential for 10-30 percent sales growth in 2017, but some envision a  50-100 
percent expansion. A strong majority showed interest in attending a presentation on merchandising and 
sales, including accessing the $80 million WIC program.  
 
When asked for three ideas to help such an expansion occur – at any level – the top ideas suggested by 
multiple people were: 
 

● Make more product 
● More advertising 
● New vendors/fresh faces 
● New products/variety 
● More efficient parking 
● Improved display/setup 
● Additional afternoon/evening 
● Promotions 
● Better social media 

 
Virtually all these ideas could be implemented, though priorities should be established. Additional ideas 
from vendors included these thoughts which should inspire more creative juices: 
 

● Better press releases 
● Better marketing 
● Social media blitz incentives 
● Two tents 
● Better labeling 
● Build personal relationships 
● Adult & kid entertainment 
● Market raffle giveaways 
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● More space to sell 
● Increase regular customers 
● Treats for large sales 
● Increase farm staff 
● Sell hot/cold soups 
● Season-extending veggies 
● Encourage customers to come on their lunch break 

 
Work needs to be done on the shoulder seasons, bringing in vendors with greenhouse or hoop house vegetable 
production. As one grower noted, “Things are pretty thin in early spring. The protein people hold this market 
together.” 
 
Approached another way, vendors were asked for three ideas to improve the Market. Many of the same themes 
were reinforced by even more vendors. Several vendors concurred on the following six key prioritized issues: 
 

● Parking 
● More frequent advertising 
● More space/permanent location 
● Promotion (including winter market) 
● Community relations/involvement 

 
Once again vendors added many ideas to those above about areas for improvement, including:  market 
management, consistent entertainment (including winter), more prepared food and picnic tables, PR, day 
(Saturday), hours, access younger customers, vendor involvement in running the market, volunteers to put up signs 
and downtown signage. Constant evaluation and a creative response to challenge is what makes a market great. 
 

Operations 
 
Looking at ideas to improve overall Market operations, vendors were asked to rate 12 possible Market actions from 
Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (5). Virtually all the ideas were positively received by vendors. While a 
number of vendors were neutral on every issue, vendors agreed or strongly agreed on 11 of the 12 ideas, with no 
more than three dissenters. The first four ideas had absolutely no dissent. The Market may want to give various 
committees the go-ahead to proceed with the recommended actions, starting with more parking signs (and even 
flag wavers) on High Street directing people to parking, expanding fermented foods and Asian items and more 
value-added businesses.  
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Future Growth 
 
Growth in 2017 and beyond is possible but not guaranteed. A competitive marketplace exists and customers 
are increasingly savvy. Addressing the concerns above is part of building a more stable customer base, but 
true marketers want to achieve measurable growth to ensure stability. Producers of healthy food want to 
reach more people to feed them well, and that demands a plan.  
 
Farmers will recognize that, for example, to achieve 50 percent growth in sales, the Market must plan both 
the supply and demand side. Expanding the vendor base by 30 percent and the customer base by 40 
percent will increase sales per customer by 10 percent. The increase in sales still allows for individual vendor 
sales to grow, even with more vendors. More vendors mean more choice, which leads to more customers, 
but they have to be notified about the expansion. For instance, a poster might list all the vendors committed 
for the season.  
 
New vendors can be added gradually, one at a time, or in groups at the start of a season or in conjunction 
with any major event the Market is planning. Avoid sell-outs of merchandise that leave end-of-day shoppers 
with empty bags. Make alternative plans ( closing discounts, offering excess to local restaurants or other 
ideas) for remaining products. These and other solutions ideas are used by farmers and others to maintain 
price throughout the market day. The practicality what to do varies for each vendor based on the volume of 
leftovers, the price they can get, available time, inclination and other factors. 
 

Location 
 

There is general agreement that Waterfall Arts has come to be a positive home for the Market these last six 
years.  The frequent past moves may have played a role in the Market’s decision not to accept the offer to 
join the new United Farmers’ Market of Belfast. The Belfast Farmers’ Market is well known because of its 
longevity. However, we must be realistic about the customer perspective in comparing this location with 
what is available for parking at other shopping locations. Other retailers are open many more hours per 
week, with far greater selection and better parking (even though that is somewhat debatable with the 
co-op). If the Market is to be prepared for the possibility that Waterfall Arts may not be a long-term site, it 
would be prudent to continue the search in earnest for a second location. The Market should not be left 
without a home when so many good farmers and eaters are dependent upon it. 

 
 

 
More than a quarter of vendors (26%) favor staying downtown, slightly more (30%) prefer a waterfront park, 
a much smaller 13 percent like a spot outside downtown and another 30 percent had other responses 
admitting that “these all come with drawbacks, location or parking issues.” Their suggestions included the 
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Terratine Tribe lot, the waterfront, another downtown location and a location with high visibility and 
walking access. 
 
Because of customer and community leader concern about the limitations represented by a Friday morning 
Market, the vendor survey asked what vendors would likely do if the Market changed its day of operation.  
 

Saturday or Sunday Likely Participation Saturday Sunday 

Stop coming because of commitments that day 34.8% 26.1% 
Still participate, maybe hiring staff 17.4% 17.4% 
Unsure 21.7% 39.1% 
Other (please specify) 26.1% 17.4% 

 
One-third of current vendors would not come on Saturday, and one-quarter would not come Sunday. While 
1-in-6 would still participate, more were unsure, and others spanned the realm from enthusiastic to 
disinclined because anchor vendors are committed elsewhere. Sunday appears to have a slight edge simply 
because of so many competing Saturday markets. If a high traffic, visible location with substantial parking is 
found, the solid reputation of the Belfast Farmers’ Market could justify a second Market day. The 30 
applications received last year as a result of discussion about a second Market proves that farmers are 
interested.  
 

IV. Community Leader and Vendor Perspective  
 

Over two dozen community leaders provided their perspective on the Market. There is a wonderful level of 
appreciation for the beauty of the Belfast Farmers’ Market and its history in the community. Nevertheless, 
there are still a few concerns that community leaders and farmers mentioned.  
 

1. Parking – Regular complaints about parking show that customer attendance is being hindered. Even 
if it is only a perception, something needs to be done proactively. Parking guarantees people to make 
the Market sustainable. It is a critical convenience factor for all people when food shopping and 
without it, the Market plans to fail.  

 
2. Lack of Variety and Choice – Seafood, cheese and most other products should be plentiful, and there 

should be choice in every product category so that customers are overwhelmed by abundance and 
varieties.  

 
3. Management – Open voting may prevent people from voting honestly. The market manager faces 

many challenges and volunteers are frequently overworked.  
 

4. High prices – The Market wants everyone in the community to feel positive and proud of the Belfast 
Market. An increased effort in promoting the Maine Harvest Bucks program provides reassurance 
that everyone is welcome.  

 
5. Day of the week – No market day is perfect for everyone, but the Market is not reaching weekday 

workers in most jobs. A second day might be helpful in creating new energy. 
 

6. Inconvenient for Downtown Employees – Though only one-half mile from downtown, the Market 
has lost immediacy for store owners and employees. Employees cannot simply walk outside for five 
minutes. Not seeing generally means not going.  
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With limited hours, volume and selection, the Market is suffering from unfulfilled potential. If the Market is 
to be healthy, management has to prioritize the consumer which also equates to prioritizing local farmers 
who want a market. Below are several solutions. 
 

Solutions 
 
Abundance –There needs to be an abundance of vendors and activities, and abundance within each 
vendor’s display. Given the food dollars spent locally, there is tremendous potential for the farmers’ market 
to expand exponentially. To capture a significant share of local food dollars, it must compete with other food 
outlets in terms of variety and volume. It must have an abundance of personalized customer service and a 
festive atmosphere. Farmers should be encouraged to have CSA pick-ups at Market and to build wholesale 
accounts.  
 
Variety – The Market must be creative in adding to its product mix, whether sauerkraut, soap or smoothies. 
As each new vendor of artisan bread, lamb or pizza brings their own customers, the impact multiplies for all 
vendors.  
 

“People appreciate improvements with fish, prepared food, debit and credit card.   
-Erica Buswell, Maine Farmland Trust, Belfast 

 
“We take every class of students to the Farmers’ Market. We push farm sourcing. We want herbs 

and greens at the Market.” 
-Sean Murray, Chef, Plant Lab (raw vegan cooking school), 

 
             Choice - A healthy market welcomes friendly competition that breeds creativity, new product development 

and constant improvement. Customer choice in many food categories within the Market is essential if the 
Market is to become truly competitive with supermarkets and mass retailers. As stores have developed a 
fuller line of tomatoes (and everything else), farmers’ markets have lost that advantage, so competing 
personalities and displays make the Market stand out relative to conventional retail stores.  

 
“I question the Market only having one farmer selling a product, even wine. We wouldn’t mind 
having more options for our customers. We’re confident about our product. Having multiples of 
any product is a good thing. Our port tastes different than the next producer. 

-Holly Savage, Savage Oakes Vineyard & Winery, Union 
 
“I only go to Belfast FM about six times a year. There aren’t enough fruits and vegetables. When I 
went this fall, I only spent about 10 minutes. I think it needs to expand, make more of a shopping 
experience… Educate the consumer to support the true cost of food.” 

-Cheryl Wixson, Cheryl Wixson’s Kitchen, Stonington 
 

Parking – With few walkers this Market is only as good as its parking. Poor parking limits the growth of many 
markets. When it is full, many customers will choose to go elsewhere to shop for food. Unlike traditional 
retail that generally disperses customers over a 12-24 hour period, the shorter hours of farmers’ markets 
create a much higher demand for parking. For instance, a 4-hour market with 1000 shopping groups 
averaging one-hour visits might face peak demand in excess of 350 parking spaces. 
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As a destination Market, customers should be expected from across the county and beyond. Signs need to 
be available to direct people to parking. A Parking Team might direct people to the best parking available at 
any moment – in the lot, on High, on Waldo or the high school lot.  

 

Layout – Vendors should be immediately next to other vendors to create an intimacy with those vendors 
and consistent connection with customers. A narrow customer aisle allows vendors to communicate across 
the aisle. Some Market spaces don’t get customer traffic equal to others. Management should be aware of 
various vendors’ feelings, and disperse anchor vendors to different sections of the Market to maximize 
customer traffic consistently throughout. 

 

The vendor line-up along the north wall of Waterfall Arts seems to dead end at Sweet Henry’s, leaving 
customers without a place to go. Having an island of several vendors might be something to test, with only 
stalls back to back. Vendors who are doing poorly in one location might be offered a chance to try out a 
different location, with the understanding that if it doesn’t work out, they will be returned to their original 
location. Pairing vendors is often helpful, e.g., bread next to cheese. Markets can and should be tweaked to 
find the best combination of goods and people.  
 

“In Camden we are in a line-up with tofu and mushrooms, the perfect combination.” 
-Victoria Lasbury, Headstrong Garlic, Camden 

 
Secret Ballot – For over 200 years Americans have voted privately. It is wise to have healthy discussions and 
air all the most important sides of every issue, but even that can be intimidating for certain people. While 
some markets operate on consensus, most take a vote. Oddly enough, much of this discomfort could be 
eliminated if certain decisions were left to a Board of Directors. Board election is best by secret ballot. 
 

“We need to make decision-making anonymous. People manage their businesses to maintain the 
status quo, not based on a growth model.” 

-An anonymous Belfast vendor 
 

Signage – Signs are a worthwhile investment.The Market needs to capture customers’ attention with 
sandwich board signs at key exits. Signs within the Market should direct people to an ATM, SNAP-EBT, 
information booth, food court and  music and kid’s play area.  Even if we think all the activities are obvious, 
customers can build a sense of anticipation as they read the signs. 

 
Partnerships – Building relationships with downtown and area-wide businesses, nonprofits, schools, 
hospitals and government is essential. Continue to encourage them to be a part of the Market as sponsors, 
partners, supporters and participants. When each organization seeks to raise funds or awareness of their 
programs by being at the Market, they build a rich community marketplace.  
 
Market businesses should be linked to other local and downtown businesses. The Market could reinforce a 
Buy Local program with area restaurants, promotional material. Promote all arrangements with social 
media. Area restaurants and schools should be sourcing the best foods at the Market and using it as a food 
hub. The community and the governing board should regularly brainstorm the possibilities with local 
farmers. 

 
The Market might build stronger relationships with the food businesses in town.  They might be encouraged 
to come if there were designated parking for larger buyers (one or two spaces). Bringing them into the 
Market for occasional events, even for winter market, might lead to more referrals in both directions. There 
could be an annual poster contest. Coupons could link Market business with downtown businesses.  
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“We liked the Farmers’ Market on Main; it brought a crowd. It belonged downtown. The Market 
may need to get info to stores. Rack cards and a poster would be good.” 

-Lisa Agostini, Employee, The Belfast Framer & Gallery, Belfast 
 

“The Market poster is already happening with local business support. And, yes, I’d try out a 
mutually beneficial coupon program to link our store with a Farmers’ Market vendor.” 

-Colby Horne, Owner, Colburn Shoe Store, Belfast 
 

“There’s a really great culture in Maine to support our farms. We would definitely take advantage 
of an opportunity to connect with an individual farmer by handing out their coupons and having 
them hand out ours.”  

-Charlie Laurel, Owner, Bay Wrap, Belfast 
 
Board of Directors – A governing board that has a regular rotation of membership and leadership (with term 
limits) teaches and strengthens the membership to understand policies and procedures and gain experience 
in organizational management. Historically, most Maine markets have been exclusively farmer-run. Yet, 
nothing precludes a board from taking advantage of the skills of other resourceful community members, if 
desired.  
 

“This community has a reputation for being offbeat. We are the hub of the wheel, the center of the 
county. As the hub, we have a responsibility to listen to others in the county. The arts economy is 
welcoming to the community and to outsiders. The artists came for cheap housing when the 
chickens left, so we are now the Santa Fe of Maine. There’s a blend of people from the world, the 
creative economy, the ag economy, high tech, the medical community.” 

-Joe Slocum, City Manager, Belfast 
 
Part-time Manager – The discussion of a part-time manager is healthy since volunteers get tired. It may be a 
good time to shift from a volunteer organization model to a paid manager model given the Market’s growth.  
If the change is made, the Market should have a clear vision of the necessity, expected hours, job description 
and financing of the position – just as it has done with two current contractors. Management’s true job is as 
a two-way communication vehicle between vendor and customer interests, and a decision-maker that 
balances those interests.  

 
Taking on a paid manager can be a small or big shift for an organization. Markets often start slowly with staff 
paid for specific functions like accounting or credit/debit/EBT processing. When they want to add other 
responsibilities like event planning, music scheduling, promotion and community outreach, a 5-10 hour 
position may become 20-30 hours. There is no absolute, but a rule of thumb is that a good medium-sized 
market may want to hire a part-time manager to help transition to a stronger market. 

 
A paid professional manager could lift some burdens from key vendor volunteers while working with the 
board and committees to plan and strategize the next level of Market operation. They would be responsible 
for daily Market operations, implementing policy and carrying out a range of responsibilities as set forth by 
the board. 

 
“We’re running a business and don’t have time…Farmers are just way too busy. That’s why we need a 
board and a manager.” 

-Heide Purinton-Brown, Toddy Pond Farm, Monroe 
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Publicity Plan – Customers need to be targeted with outreach campaigns.The Market needs to build its 
brand identity with customers. Coordinate with other major events including the Ukulele Fest, Our Town 
Belfast Auction & Gala, Arts in the Park, Maine Celtic Celebration, the Belfast Street Party, Maine 
Wienerfest, events on farms and others. Join the Belfast Area Chamber of Commerce and network with 
other local businesses to get publicity out through them. Get rack cards into local and area-wide businesses, 
especially food and lodging establishments. Do outreach to the RV parks and campgrounds. Provide posters 
listing business sponsors in a 20-mile radius to start. There could be several rack card designs, or a card could 
be re-thought each year. Make sure to have a colorful photo and the Belfast Farmers’ Market name on the 
top portion of the card. One concept comes from Waterfall Arts facility manager and weekly customer Mike 

Fletcher: “I come in with $20 and treat this like a casino. I win every time.” 
 

Balance Vendor-Customer Growth – Vendors want more customers and customers want more vendors and 
a variety of products. Add both simultaneously.  

 
Healthy Food Access – Perhaps a Vendor Team could designate “heart healthy” vendors with signs on 
display to reinforce the healthiest food choices in all categories. Waldo County General will hopefully 
continue their Healthy Waldo County programs as a new Let’s Go! contractor. Everyone should feel welcome 
at the banquet table, so conventional growers should be just as welcome as organic growers, and a variety 
of ready-to-eat foods should meet different tastes. SNAP/EBT and information about the Maine Harvest 
Bucks program should be highly visible.  

 
Food Court – Create a larger mix of food and drink options. Allow a combination of restaurants and food 
trucks to give customers a choice of traditional and ethnic foods. Rotating businesses of all types expand 
critical word-of-mouth advertising through various social media sites like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. 

 
Youth Entrepreneurs – Involvement by kids trains the next generation of vendors and gets parents and 
friends to support the Market. A kids entrepreneur development program might be set up by the Market in 
conjunction with Waldo County 4-H, The Game Loft and Belfast Area High School. The Waldo School 
Technical Center might use its existing programs to support the Market as well. 

 
Youth Shoppers – The Power Of Produce (POP) Club is a nationally recognized kids program started at the 
Oregon City Farmers Market with the help of a Kaiser Permanente grant. Given a weekly $2 token, kids are 
empowered to make healthy food choices and learn where their food comes from. In 2016 there were over 
2,000 kids (age 5-12) who made over 6,200 trips to the market. The concept has been adopted in Maine. 
This is a great way to gain the involvement of Waldo County Soil and Water Conservation District, Lions Club, 
banks, Down East Credit Union, elementary and middle schools, and/or other interests.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
  
 Kids Club, Rockland FM  
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Memorable Experiences – The Market should be doing everything possible to create memorable 
experiences for consumers, whether it’s providing a recipe to go along with a sold product, giving away 
some mixed braising greens along with a turnip sale or creating a venue where people want to shoot 
photographs of people and products. If the Market teamed up with the Belfast Creative Coalition, it might 
result in regular appearances by various artists doing their work on site. Hopefully, the local churches or civic 
groups could develop a program to provide recreation and activities that inspire kids and adults alike. 
Waterfall Arts might give people a hands-on experience in clay creation, or coordinate a pumpkin carving 
contest. 
 

“The City sees the Farmers’ Market as an asset. We want to see Farmers’ Market success and the 
rest of the economy also. Customers come here and love it and say ‘I’ll be back.’” 

-Joe Slocum, City Manager, Belfast 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Faith Helps – The faith community is generally involved in food issues. More than a dozen churches exist in 
Belfast, and all of them may have programs that relate to the Market. Churches historically have supported 
many markets and they may be able to offer support if approached with a desire to build better community. 
 

Loyalty Card – A Belfast Farmers’ Market Frequent Shopper Card may increase frequency of visits and 
volume of sales. Provide periodic incentives when customers show that they have bought $100 of products. 
A $2 item can reinforce their regular visits to earn another gift. Cultivating more regular attendance is the 
most effective way to grow annual sales.  
 
Downtown Synergy – Market vendors also can appreciate how synergistically Market activity is linked to 
overall downtown business health. While the Market is somewhat outside the downtown hub, connections 
are still possible. Some communities encourage that connection by having the manager sit on the Chamber 
board, and having various interests sit on the Market board. There is a readiness among many retailers to 
continue a connection established when the Market was on Main street.  

 
“I loved the Market on Main. All the employees went down. It’s obviously really loved; quite a few 
people walk to the Market.” 

-Sue Dean, Secretary, Realty of Maine 
 

Data-based Decisions – A manager needs information to make good decisions, whether running a produce 
department or a farmers’ market. They need to know the volume of products that are moving through the 
market, including seasonal fluctuations. When vendors provide weekly sales data managers can meet 
customer demand with the help of other vendors when a vendor cannot be present. A governing board and 
a manager make better decisions about the effectiveness of a marketing campaign for a special event with 
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baseline data and sales data later. Without data, they don’t know the value of advertising and promotion 
efforts, and can waste vendor fees. 
 

Belfast might well consider a fair and sustainable fee system where vendors pay according to the benefit 
they derive from the Market.  
 

Community involvement – Another step worth considering is a community-wide visioning meeting where 
the Market invites vendors, potential vendors, consumers and organizations to share their ideas and vision 
of an abundant community marketplace. This forum might be a good vehicle for finding some community 
board members. Invite artists to participate in the Market if they have an active project that invites 
conversation and education among viewers. Or hold an art contest at the Market. 

 

 
   Rockland Farmers’ Market art in the park invites customers to indulge other sensibilities 
 

 

Special Events – Use regular events to coordinate Market growth by adding new vendors and customers 
simultaneously. Plan major monthly events that celebrate  the full flavor of the vendors’ contributions.  

 
“You have to make it a destination. There has to be a reason to go there, not just to buy some lettuce. Ten 
years ago farmers’ markets offered better quality, but supermarkets have made great strides at good 
prices. There have to be other reasons.” 

-John Simmons, Stoneheart Farm, South Paris 
 
Build Sponsors – There are always businesses and organizations that want to gain more visibility. Sponsors 
may support the overall Market, the music venue, tasting table, special events or the poster. Make sure to 
promote those businesses on banners or signs or at an annual dinner. Sponsors of a specific event can also 
be one or more growers that contributes product for the event.   

 
Specific Goals – In order to turn a vision into a reality, goals are critical. That goes for individual farms and 
for the Market as a whole. The Market could become a wholesale market where more local restaurants 
source their product. The Farmers’ Market needs to plan its future – and continue to reassess regularly – or 
its future will be determined by others. In planning for a higher level of economic activity, the Market needs 
to coordinate promotion at a time when it is assured that many crops are ready to sell in volume so that a 
financial goal is reached. 
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“We’re at the mercy of the town or a property owner. The Market needs to invest in land – 2-3 acres – and 
put up a building. We could take out a mortgage and pay it off.”  
                            -John Barnstein, Maine-ly Poultry, Warren 
Day and Hours – Weekdays are difficult for working people. Community leaders and customers regularly 
commented about their desire for a weekend option. Many Sunday markets are successful, as long as the 
market is strong enough to attract a good core of vendors. 

 
High Visibility Location – The least expensive advertising is perfect visibility on the highest traffic count 
street in the community. There is a split among vendors about the best general location. Many businesses 
would love the Market back downtown. While downtown is highly desirable, it does not appear to have 
enough parking at any given location to accommodate a good-size market, so it seemed wise to consider 
other options. 

 
“I wish they’d come back downtown. People ask, ‘Where’s the Farmers’ Market?’ Crafters would do 
better downtown. They could be on the meadow behind Meanwhile in Belfast.” 

-Beth Fine, Manager, The Green Store 
 
“We tried Terratine Lodge – parking in a big lot across the street. We get 10-15 new applicants a 
year. We accept 1or 2. We could suggest Athena and work with new vendors.” 

-John Barnstein, Maine-ly Poultry, Warren 
 

 

V. Analyzing Abundance – Volume, Attendance, Parking, Signage 
 
Income levels do not determine whether people eat out 
more; they simply affect whether its fast food, a fancy 
restaurant or home delivered meal services. Without regard 
for class, Americans want  someone else to plan and fix the 
meals. As household incomes rise, Americans spend more 
money – but a smaller portion of their income – on food. 
While the share of disposable personal income spent on 
food dropped between 1960 and 2007, rising food prices 
and falling incomes clearly put the greatest pressure on 
those with the least resources. 
 
 
 
 
In a 2012 Gallup poll Americans reported spending $151 on food per week on average. But there are 
differences: 

● 10 percent  spend $300+/week 
● 8 percent spend less than $50/week 
● Young adults spend $173/week 
● Households with income of $75,000+ spend $180/week 
● HH incomes $30-75K spend $144/week 
● HH incomes below $30K spend $127/week  
● Adults with children under 18 living at home spend $30 more per week on average than those 

without children.  
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According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, in 2015 households were spending an average of $4,015 on food 
at home and $3,008 on food away from home. With 6,833 residents in Belfast and 2.32 people per average 
household, there are about 2,810 households. Given spending patterns for food at home, Belfast 
households can be projected to spend about $11 million on food purchases for home consumption. 
 

Market Share 
 
Simply for the sake of argument, let’s assume that the Farmers’ Market wanted to capture 7 percent of 
those food expenditures. Based on experience, we can safely assume $40 in sales per customer, up from 
$37 now. Thus, the Market would need about 750 shopping groups, compared to the 310 current estimate. 
One way to meet this demand is to have 30 vendors supplying $1,000 each week, or 60 vendors ready to sell 
$500 each, or some comparable combination.  
 
In reality, we can’t expect 7 percent of Belfast residents to buy all of their at-home foods at the Market. 
Could we start by asking Belfast residents, through a market promotion to support the Market’s growth and 
support of local farms with $50 of purchases each week? Such a goal is very reachable if an even healthier 
Market with many attractions  is created. The Market has 33 percent tourists, or an additional 50 percent 
over the Waldo County shoppers. Adding only 20 percent would allow the Market to reach the goal of 750 
shoppers. With $40 average sales, the $30,000 daily sales goal would be reached leading to $600,000 sales 
during the summer. 
 
The Market’s reputation will continue to expand with improved visibility, signage and promotion. If Market 
members decide to pursue a specific financial goal, growth is more likely. Now, a caveat. 
 
Assuming a minimum of 1.7 people per shopping party (or 2.2 on a weekend), this might mean 1,200-1500 
people per Market day walking through the Market. If 95 percent of the 750 shopping groups come by car, 
spend an hour at Market on average, and the Market is four hours long, it will need at least 250 convenient 
parking spaces to meet peak parking demand. With the Market at Waterfall Arts, one possible alternative is 
to extend Market hours to Friday 9-2. This would give 750 shoppers five hours with 200+ spaces to handle 
the busiest part of the Market day, and hopefully stretch that busy period. Having sufficient food at every 
stand to cover the entire 5-hour Market would help build consumer confidence that they can shop at any 
time. The winter market from November to April would probably expand as well, if there were a doubling of 
customers at the summer market. The Aubuchon Hardware greenhouse on U.S. 1 is limited both in terms of 
indoor vendor space and about 30 parking spaces. Market members would want to analyze the potential for 
growth at that location versus any other options.  
 
Although not currently permitted by state law, a seasonally permanent sign on U.S. 1 would remind people 
constantly as they pass through the area, whether daily or just once a week. A sign or banner would get 
30,000 views per week, and we estimate over 40,000 views per week in summer. South of the Northport 
Avenue exit from U.S. 1, signage would get much higher views. These repeated views will lead to greater 
traffic on Market day. While the Market’s customers are mainly based on word-of-mouth, advertising and 
promotion, new customers may be best acquired through effective signage that captures 10 percent of cars 
driving by. 
 

 

Second Market Day 
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The possibility of a second Market day has been discussed. Such a development could allow the Market to 
reach another large portion of the local populace that works during Friday Market hours. It would serve an 
expanded base of vendors since many existing Market vendors could not participate. Perhaps more 
importantly, a second Market day should be considered as an alternative should the Waterfall Arts location 
no longer be available as a result of planned construction. Rather than leave the future to chance, it would 
be a positive action to plan seriously now for a back-up. 
 
Leaders and vendors have presented no clear locations in the downtown that might allow for a larger 
Market with 50-100 vendor spaces and at least 300 customer parking spaces. These might include the 
Belfast Armory, Bank of America, Athenahealth or like properties. 
 
 

Community Input and Committee Structure 
 
This vision of an enlarged Market requires a board including farmers and community members that would 
take on this challenge. Committees, or teams that work together, should be setup to handle various 
activities, in conjunction with the manager. 
 
Outreach Team 
 
This team would outline the necessary balance of vendor and consumer numbers. General goals should be 
established so that each sub-team (Farmers, Value-Added, Hot Food, Music) can take the contacts and 
create an even more expansive list. They would develop the plan, materials, letters and follow-up phone 
calls to get vendors committed. The manager and team members should have strong awareness, or 
openness to learning, about what minimum volumes may be expected by farmers and others to consider 
participating in the Market. 
 
Fundraising Team 

While the Market budget should be solidly balanced on the operational income and expenses, the 
fundraising team could raise money for Market expansion to a level where fees cover expenses.  
 
A fundraising team could do outreach via many different avenues. A crowdfunding site such as Kickstarter, 
or better yet Barnraiser, enables people to commit a sum of money and simultaneously support the Market 
by shopping. Businesses and organizations might commit various amounts to put their logo on a poster, or 
Main Street, music stag or Kids Club banner. They can sponsor radio ads.  

The team could develop a package of sponsor and supporter options that goes from $100 to $1500 for the 
first season. It must be ready to quantify the number of adults who would see their message during the 
entire year. Different businesses should be approached three months before the Market opening to show 
good planning and enlist them in spreading the word to their contacts. 
 
Special Events Team 
 
An Events Team can plan and implement a schedule of special events throughout the year, and plan with the 
Outreach Team to line up additional producers to join the Market for an event. This reduces the potential for 
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new vendors reducing the sales of existing vendors, and it gives the Publicity Team the chance to put a listing 
of all new vendors in any promotional material for the event. 
 
 
Publicity Team 
 
A Publicity Team might include vendors, board members and volunteers as well as chefs, health 
professionals and any other entity in the town interested in natural food, local business and the market. All 
vendors should be involved in the social media campaign, providing photos and tidbits in their own posts as 
well as through the Market posts on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc. 
 
An advertising team could create a campaign that reinforces local Maine values and the benefits of the 
Market. A 30-second PSA (Public Service Announcement) might read like this: 

 
"Mainers are proud of the products they produce especially when they contribute to a healthy local 
economy. When you shop at the Belfast Farmers' Market, 100 percent of your money goes to local 
Maine businesses who re-spend that money with other local companies. Where you spend your food 
money is one of the biggest decisions you make every week. Help strengthen local family farms. ‘Buy 
Local’ at the Belfast Farmers' Market every Sunday, 10-2 and encourage your neighbors to do the 
same.” 

 
A print campaign could be focused on the Belfast zip code for many walkers and bicyclists. Additional mailers 
should go to Waldo County residents encouraging them to “Buy Local,” with many of the points outlined in 
the PSA campaign above.  

VI.  Maine Producers – Potential Vendors 

Every market should have a back-up list of vendors in waiting, people who want to get in but for whom there 
is no space. When vendors can’t come, phone calls should be made to existing vendors and/or others on the 
waiting list to ensure that customers’ needs are not left unfulfilled.  
 

When an event is planned, the Event Team should estimate the impact on buying power from customers 
and management should contact vendors  to relay the projected percentage increase in customers. 
 
Producers often want visibility in communities outside their own, and coming to Belfast can be made into a 
desirable drive even for a vendor if the Market is vibrant and vendors are treated well. Producers in more 
secluded areas may be more inclined to travel a distance in search of new customers, even if only 
periodically.  
 
Before contacting vendors, one should be familiar with their product line, know how far they will be 
traveling, and be ready to outline all the benefits.  

 
VII. Key Recommendations 
 
Customer Survey Recommendations 
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The full Customer Survey presented above provides the governing committee with detailed a picture of 
Belfast Farmers’ Market customers. Recommendations here are points to consider based on those findings. 
 

1.  Expand email list, using small promotion items as incentives, to have a strong database. 
2.  Post regularly, especially concentrating on Facebook and Instagram. 
3.  Construct a sign and flag bank along High Street to reinforce a lively atmosphere. 
4.  Consider an on-site ATM machine to provide easier access to cash. 
5.  Test a pick-up zone for customers’ products to mitigate the perceived parking problem. 
6.  Address concerns of product diversity, prices, parking and day/hours availability. 
7.  Expand the choices for fruit, vegetables, meat, poultry, baked goods and prepared food. 
8.  Evaluate a second market day (weekend) to serve farmers and weekday workers. 
9.  Encourage vendors to be conscious of youth and millennials as the next base of customers. 
10.  Mention meats, cheese and baked goods with product-based ads and promotions. 
11.  Key banner words:  farmers, local artisans, fun atmosphere, baked goods, ready-to-eat. 
12.  Build linkages with local employers as Market Supporters, e.g., for employee reminders. 
13.  Ask 25-54 year-old parents for specific ideas of kid-friendly activities to implement. 
14.  Study other area markets to see what is working well for them. 
15.  Test a two-way coupon program of farms and downtown businesses.  
16.  Focus print promotion on Belfast zip code, with walker and bicyclist incentive. 
17.  Implement a BFM Frequent Shopper card with incentives to cultivate repeat sales. 
18.  Promote to all income levels because each has significant purchasing power. 
19. Consider a Belfast/Waldo non-shopper study, investigating concerns and disincentives.  

 
 
Customer Survey Conclusion and Suggestions for Vendors 
 
Most survey respondents gave appreciative comments about the Market, yet still want to see bigger variety 
of products. Other issues include parking, prices and the day and hours. The Farmers’ Market has certain 
advantages that few retailers can claim:  pride in product, personal service and local products.  Vendors 
need to use them to their advantage. 
 
Use cubic footage, not square footage. Good vendors have vertical appeal that fills the consumer’s view. 
Make sure some display elements are low enough that kids feel included in the Market experience. In the 
same way, consider what items might catch a visitor’s eye and make the product jump. Seventy percent of 
people’s attention is directed between elbow and shoulder height, so consider the height range for your 
product with a range of people heights. 
 
Consider how to fulfill a customer’s true needs. When they purchase tomatoes, do you have some basil to 
offer? Simply include a small amount in their bag as a friendly gift. Your goal is always to build a lasting 
friendship over making an immediate sale. Engage them, when possible, about what they may be making for 
dinner, what style of cooking they prefer, and make a suggestion if it comes to mind. Be open in referring 
them to a favorite restaurant, or handing them one of your best recipes.  
 
Be quick to refer customers. This could be to another vendor or a source downtown. You want to be seen as 
a key source of information and help, rather than someone pushing only their own products.  
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Ask customers if there is something they’ve been looking for in particular. Do a one-question survey, ask 
how people would like a value-added creation you’re considering or if they would like glass versus plastic for 
their honey. 
 
Have someone ready to offer help. See if local high school students want the chance to gain some 
community service credits. 
 
Ask how the Market could be better. Take notes and discuss at  market meetings.  
 
Thank shoppers for supporting local farmers. Let them know little facts about your product, or big facts 
about the impact their shopping has on keeping farmers on the land. 
 
Remember that the customer is always right. If you think they’re wrong, sincerely ask a second question to 
clarify, and consider their opinion.  
 
Hand out a Belfast Farmers’ Market sticker or bumper sticker that customers 
can proudly show. Wear a Market hat or T-shirt that shows your pride in being a 
vendor at the Belfast Market. Establish your farm brand and keep it visible.  
 
Be kid-friendly. Answer questions and offer samples. Include more child-friendly 
activities. 
 
Keep a nutritional food information chart visible and offer recipes. This might be done in conjunction with 

Waldo County General Hospital and various local employers who want a wellness program.  
 
Start having secret ballots.  It is probably a good idea to allow any member to request a secret ballot vote if 
the organization does not provide for that on all major decisions.  
  
Build a strong Board of Directors. Find people who truly want to help grow the Market and they will help 
your already strong, established committee.  
 
Develop more committees. The true work is done at the committee level. Possible standing committees 
might be Policy and Governance, Membership, Promotion, Advertising, Special Events, Fundraising, Finance 
and Education.  
 

Have a paid part-time Manager. The Market is operating at a scale where it can move to the next level with 
a paid professional whose job is to build a stronger Market that is responsive to customers and farmers. 
 

Create a reserve/building fund. Consider dedicating a part of the fees to a reserve fund, which may 
ultimately be used for constructing a market building or covering unexpected costs, much as a rainy day 
fund.  
 

Have an advertising and promotion fund. Establish a fund to pay for all advertising and promotional 
activities.  
 

Given that farmers’ markets have historically been established to help small farmers, we should attempt to 
create standards that respect several key principles: 
 

1. Fees should be fair, not punitive to smaller producers. 
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2. Small vendors should be encouraged to participate. 
3. Larger farmers provide needed volume and variety to satisfy the masses. 
4. More valuable space like corners have a higher value. Those willing to pay should get the space, 

rather than senior members.  
 

Adjust membership and space fees. Recently the Market membership fee was raised to $200 annually for 
any size vendor. Short-season vendors can sell for 4-6 weeks as a temporary vendor for $60. Consider 
reducing the membership fee to $25 to cover basic membership. Consider adding a daily fee that is a 
percentage of the day’s sales. This set rate would be fair for everyone.  

 

Conclusion 

Belfast residents were 36 percent of the Market population in an August customer survey. If we assume that 
they are about 50 percent of the total customer base on a year-round basis, they represent about $200,000 
of Market food purchases, or about 1.8 percent of the estimated $11,000,000 spent by Belfast residents on 
in-home food purchases annually. 

This study found community desire for a larger, more vibrant marketplace. With the directed changes the 
Market could expand sales by 50 percent. Also, the potential may exist for creating a similar market on 
Sunday in a new location. 

It appears that the time is right for Belfast to cement its place as the food hub of Northern Mid-coast Maine. 
It is hoped that this study reinforces the depth of the many local resources available and a clearer path to 
make this vision a reality, creating a more sustainable Belfast Farmers’ Market well into the future.  

 

Additional Information 

 

Belfast History 

In 1770 Belfast was settled by Scots-Irish from Londonderry, NH, and incorporated as a town in 1773. Burned 
by the British in 1779, and held for five days in September 1814 during the War of 1812, the seaport rebuilt 
and thrived as a port of entry and became a county seat in 1827. It was incorporated as Maine’s eighth city 
in 1853 and became a shipbuilding center known for building hundreds of schooners with wood shipped 
down from Bangor - North America’s lumber capital at the time. Wealthy shipbuilders built mansions and 
civic buildings which remain today. Refrigeration eventually allowed for a shift to seafood for the Boston and 
New York markets via the largely city-owned railroad adjacent to the Stinson Seafood factory, what is now 
the Front Street Shipyard. Belfast also had a thriving shoe making industry for nearly a century with the 
Belfast Manufacturing Company factory built on lower Main Street in 1872. 
 
After the war, poultry became the driver of the local economy with two of the larger processors, 
Maplewood and Penobscot Poultry, handling up to 200,000 birds daily from local farms. The Broiler Festival 
was popular in summer with locals and tourists. However, a national recession in the mid-1970s destroyed 
the poultry industry with severe consequences for Belfast and the poultry towns surrounding it. The feed 
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silos at the base of Main were demolished in the early 1980s. As locals left for jobs elsewhere, 
back-to-the-land artists and college graduates arrived. 
 
The new artists and farmers joined with locals in starting the Belfast Food Co-op in 1976, followed by the 
Belfast Farmers’ Market in 1980. The economy began a major rebound when MBNA came to Belfast in the 
early 1990s. The company was instrumental in establishing the UM Hutchinson Center near their main 
campus. The new jobs led to 9.9 percent growth in Waldo County’s population, with a significant increase in 
Belfast itself. With its purchase of MBNA in 2006, Bank of America consolidated credit card operations in the 
larger of two facilities built by MBNA. Athenahealth, a health insurance billing service, took over the smaller 
130,000 s.f. complex in 2008, and has continually expanded as it processes all of the company’s insurance 
claims and doctors’ bills. It now employs nearly 1,000 people.  
 
During the same period, shipbuilding was re-established on the Belfast waterfront with the opening of 
French & Webb, Inc., classic wooden yacht builders and restorers, in 1996. Following in their footsteps, Front 
Street Shipyard opened a major boatyard in 2013. Together, the two boat-building companies have restored 
Belfast's working waterfront, created 150 jobs and helped revive the city economy as well as appeal to 
tourists.  
 
The City of Belfast is notable for its social and cultural life, with an active arts community supported by the 
Waterfall Arts space, and many activities such as festivals taking place along the Waterfront. Movies filmed 
in Belfast include Peyton Place (1957), Thinner (1996) and In the Bedroom (2001). There are a healthy 
number of nonprofits and civic organizations, and many strong companies from Athenahealth and Bank of 
America to Front Street Shipyard and Mathews Windows, which has operated since 1854. 
 
Belfast is one of 10 Main Street Maine communities which subscribe to the Main Street Four-Point Approach 
that addresses organization, promotion, design and economic restructuring. It is grounded in consensus and 
cooperation among all the local stakeholders. The four points are coincidentally aligned with the social, 
political, physical and economic forces that create real estate value.  
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Belfast businesses and organizations have effectively worked with the City to rebuild the local population. In 
the 1990s, Waldo County was the third fastest growing county in Maine at 9.9 percent, just behind Lincoln 
and Hancock counties. Starting the century, it led in population growth with a 6.9 percent increase from 
2000 to 2010. 

 
Demographic Overview 
 
In 2016 there were nationally  7.9 million fewer people nationally requiring SNAP benefits to feed their 
families. However, this is was not true of Maine where 186,372 Mainers still require the program. The Annie 
E. Casey Foundation found in 2014 an increase of 6,000 more Maine children living in poverty than in 2008. 
Mainers using SNAP benefits were encouraged to shop at the 36 farmers’ markets that offered Maine 
Harvest Bucks (MHB) in 2016, with the assistance of the FINI (Food Insecurity Nutrition Incentive) grant 
program. Generally providing a 1:1 match for SNAP users, MHB doubles the volume of Maine fruits and 
vegetables that customers can purchase at farmers’ markets. Belfast is one of the communities providing a 
MHB match at the Market.  
 

Demographics 
 
Maine’s population grew less than 0.1 percent from 2010-2015. Generally, a declining trend characterized 
most of the state, offset by a 3 percent increase in Cumberland County. Waldo County seemed to benefit 
from its proximity, with 1 percent growth from 38,786 to 39,155 residents, following its explosive growth 
prior to 2010. Median household income was $43,484 in 2014. The poverty rate was 15.0 percent versus the 
13.5 percent state average. (A state data source quotes 16.7 percent for Waldo County.)  
 
There were 11.9 percent disabled under age 65, and 13.8 percent are living without health insurance versus 
the 10.5 percent state average. In 2015 the under-18 set comprised 19.4 percent of the county population, 
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down from 21.0 percent in 2010, and 20.3 percent were 65 or older. The county populace is 96.8 percent 
white, with 1.3 percent Latino, 0.7 percent Asian, 0.5 percent black, 0.5 percent Native American and 2.6 
percent two or more races. 
 
Maine had an extremely low 2.32 average household size in 2010, compared to 2.58 for the United States. 
Waldo County had the strongest – 5.7 percent – increase in the number of family households from 
2000-2010 , and the highest – 24.2 percent – growth in non-family households. Non-family households grew 
from 34 to 37 percent of all Maine households by 2010. Females as head of household grew from 26 percent 
to 31 percent, and single female heads of household make up 54 percent of households. Thus, the state as a 
whole and Waldo County as well are seeing a shift toward non-family households which equates to smaller 
household size and lower food consumption levels for each household. 
 
Housing affordability is causing middle-aged people to rent more. From 2000 to 2010, Maine median home 
values nearly doubled while real median household incomes declined in all but three counties, so the ratio of 
house price to income dropped dramatically, despite the housing recession. The share of 35 to 44 year-old 
renters grew by 11 percent, and for those 45 to 54 by 15 percent.  
 
During the period of 2000 to 2010, Waldo County experienced a severe decline in real median household 
income, 7 percent, at the same time as the median home price grew by 76 percent. This reality puts further 
pressure on households when it comes to food purchases. 
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The Market sits close to the center of the town of Belfast with a population of 6,833. Noting the principal 
communities that the Belfast Farmers’ Market could and does serve in Waldo County , that number swells to 
well over 28,000: 
 

Town         Population    Miles to Belfast FM 
Belfast 6833   - 
Searsport 2615   6 
Northport 1520   7 
Swanville 1388   8 
Belmont   942   8 
Morrill   884   8 
Waldo   762   9  
Stockton Springs 1591 10  
Searsmont 1392 11 
Brooks 1078 12 
Lincolnville 2164 12 
Knox   806 14 
Monroe   890 14 
Prospect   709 15 
Liberty    913 16 
Freedom   719 17 
Montville 1032 18 
Frankfort 1124 18 
Thorndike   890 20 
Winterport 3757 21 
Unity 2099 24 
Troy 1030 25 
Palermo 1535 28  

 
Some of these communities are closer to markets in Camden, Union, Unity or Bucksport, but Maine 
residents have many reasons for traveling. Given the good jobs in Belfast, many individuals may choose this 
Market over the one closest to their home. It may be easiest to target people from these outlying 
communities by doing a health improvement program linked to larger employers like Athenahealth and 
Bank of America. 
  
With Waldo County’s relatively small footprint, the Belfast Market also could potentially attract regular 
customers from Knox, Kennebec, Penobscot and Hancock counties if it is more fully organized and promotes 
itself well.  An additional 32,000 people reside in these nearby communities outside Waldo County: 
 

Town       Population      Miles to Belfast FM 
Hope 1536 16 (Knox) 
Appleton 1316 17 (Knox) 
Camden 4850 18 (Knox) 
Rockport 3330 20 (Knox) 
Union 2259 14 (Knox) 
Washington 1527 26 (Knox) 
Rockland 7209 26 (Knox) 
Albion 2041 25 (Kennebec) 
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Dixmont 1181 21 (Penobscot) 
Newburgh 1551 25 (Penobscot)  
Verona Is.    544 18 (Hancock) 
Bucksport 4924 19 (Hancock) 
Orland 2225 21 (Hancock) 
 

The Belfast Market must have a mix of highly desirable elements to be a destination market for regular 
customers from these outlying communities and even occasional visits from communities along I-95 from 
Bangor (34 miles) to Augusta (45) with more than 170,000 residents. The Market has a strong reputation and 
the community has economically rebounded over the last 30 years from the poultry industry decline. 

 

Resources 

Belfast locals float effort to ban plastic bags, BDN Midcoast, Dec. 29, 2016, 
https://bangordailynews.com/2016/09/28/news/midcoast/belfast-locals-float-effort-to-ban-plastic-bags/?ref=topStories3  
Boothbay Farmers’ Market brochure online  
Celebrating Whitefield Farms, http://www.townofwhitefield.com/June2014.pdf 
“Customer Shopping Behavior,” Harry Krueckeberg, Colorado State University, Feb. 1990, 
http://ageconsearch.umn.edu/bitstream/26970/1/21010121.pdf  
Ellsworth Farmers’ Market website, http://www.ellsworthfarmersmarket.com/ 
Food Navigator-USA, “Study reveals grocery shoppers’ purchasing priorities,” February 2009 
Lewiston Farmers’ Market visit, August 15, 2016 
Maine Certified Shellfish Dealers website 
Maine Food Strategy Consumer Survey Report, May 2014, 
http://mainefoodstrategy.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/maine-food-strategys-consumer-survey-report.pdf 
Organic Maine! The 2016 Directory of MOFGA Certified Organic Farms, Foods & Products 
Portland Food Co-op website 
Rockland Farmers’ Market website, www.rocklandfarmersmarket.org 
“There’s more to food store choice than proximity: a questionnaire development study,” published online June 17, 2013, 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3686698/  
Unique Maine Farms website 
United States Census Bureau, 2014 Population Estimates Program 
USDA Economic Research Service website 
Vegetable Grower News, November 2015, “A kraut company reinvents itself for the 21st  century” (GLK Foods) 
Vegetable Grower News, July 2016, “Vermont market in sync with the seasons” (Dorset Farmers’ Market) 
http://www.belgradevacationrentals.com/site/12239/berry-apple-picking-belgrade-maine-vacation.aspx 
http://www.census.gov/quickfacts/table/PST045215/23,00 
http://www.centralmaine.com/2016/08/14/our-opinion-making-a-bright-future-for-maine-farms/ 
http://www.city-data.com/income/income-Belfast-Maine.html 
www.DeerFarms.com 
http://farmersmarketcoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Farmers-Mkt-Promo-Kit-2015.pdf - 2015 promotion materials 
done for Washington State farmers’ markets 
www.forbes.com/sites/barbarathau/2013/10/08/why-consumers-really-shop-online/#5392958b4ab5 
https://www.grownyc.org/blog/greenmarket-40-40 
www.halcyongrange.org 
http://www.maine-demographics.com/norway-demographics  
www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2015/03/30/395774725/grocery-stores-are-losing-you-heres-how-they-plan-to-win-you-back 
www.SprucePointInn.com/dining/fished-farmed-gathered/ 
www.statista.com/statistics/251667/us-consumers-reasons-for-shopping-at-their-primary-grocery-store/ 
http://supermarketnews.com/health-wellness/freshness-replacing-convenience-reason-choosing-supermarket-panel-says 
www.TillerandRye.com/sources/ 
http://upstreamcommerce.com/blog/2012/02/14/8-reasons-consumer-likes-shop-online 
http://www.wholesomewave.org/wholesomewavefinigrantaward/ 
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http://www.maine-demographics.com/norway-demographics
http://supermarketnews.com/health-wellness/freshness-replacing-convenience-reason-choosing-supermarket-panel-says
http://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2015/03/30/395774725/grocery-stores-are-losing-you-heres-how-they-plan-to-win-you-back
http://www.sprucepointinn.com/dining/fished-farmed-gathered/
http://www.deerfarms.com/
https://bangordailynews.com/2016/09/28/news/midcoast/belfast-locals-float-effort-to-ban-plastic-bags/?ref=topStories3
http://ageconsearch.umn.edu/bitstream/26970/1/21010121.pdf
http://www.tillerandrye.com/sources/
http://www.centralmaine.com/2016/08/14/our-opinion-making-a-bright-future-for-maine-farms/
http://www.city-data.com/income/income-Belfast-Maine.html
http://www.wholesomewave.org/wholesomewavefinigrantaward/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/barbarathau/2013/10/08/why-consumers-really-shop-online/#5392958b4ab5
http://www.belgradevacationrentals.com/site/12239/berry-apple-picking-belgrade-maine-vacation.aspx
https://www.grownyc.org/blog/greenmarket-40-40
http://www.sprucepointinn.com/dining/fished-farmed-gathered/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3686698/
http://upstreamcommerce.com/blog/2012/02/14/8-reasons-consumer-likes-shop-online
http://www.rocklandfarmersmarket.org/
http://www.ellsworthfarmersmarket.com/
http://www.halcyongrange.org/
http://www.belgradevacationrentals.com/site/12239/berry-apple-picking-belgrade-maine-vacation.aspx
http://www.wholesomewave.org/wholesomewavefinigrantaward/
http://www.centralmaine.com/2016/08/14/our-opinion-making-a-bright-future-for-maine-farms/
http://mainefoodstrategy.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/maine-food-strategys-consumer-survey-report.pdf
http://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2015/03/30/395774725/grocery-stores-are-losing-you-heres-how-they-plan-to-win-you-back
http://www.city-data.com/income/income-Belfast-Maine.html
http://www.halcyongrange.org/
http://www.census.gov/quickfacts/table/PST045215/23,00
http://www.rocklandfarmersmarket.org/
http://upstreamcommerce.com/blog/2012/02/14/8-reasons-consumer-likes-shop-online
https://www.grownyc.org/blog/greenmarket-40-40
http://www.townofwhitefield.com/June2014.pdf
http://www.ellsworthfarmersmarket.com/
http://www.statista.com/statistics/251667/us-consumers-reasons-for-shopping-at-their-primary-grocery-store/
http://www.tillerandrye.com/sources/
http://www.statista.com/statistics/251667/us-consumers-reasons-for-shopping-at-their-primary-grocery-store/
http://supermarketnews.com/health-wellness/freshness-replacing-convenience-reason-choosing-supermarket-panel-says
http://www.deerfarms.com/
http://mainefoodstrategy.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/maine-food-strategys-consumer-survey-report.pdf
http://www.forbes.com/sites/barbarathau/2013/10/08/why-consumers-really-shop-online/#5392958b4ab5
http://www.census.gov/quickfacts/table/PST045215/23,00
http://www.townofwhitefield.com/June2014.pdf
http://farmersmarketcoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Farmers-Mkt-Promo-Kit-2015.pdf


 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belfast,_Maine 

 

 
A farmer cooking vegetable samples at a farmers’ market. 

 
 

Many thanks to  
Lee Auto Malls 

for a vehicle loan  
that facilitated this project. 
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